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SUOP Presidential candidates square off in debate
• ,
T~\ _ _
N
IM.
•
other side,
Dan
Borlik
is
involved with the manage
ment of the men's basketball
team.
Both sides seem to be in
agreement as to why they
chose to run. Both cited the
controversy and turmoil sur
rounding ASUOP this year,
and discussed ways they
would go about changing our
government to better its image.
De'ak and Fox will visit all
organizations and clubs to
"give [students] a voice." They
maintain that this is a practice
they will continue if they are
elected. De'ak and Fox wish to
be involved in a proactive government, one in which they
hope to be actively involved
with the students.
Candidates Dan Borlik and
Megan Welty agree that "stu
dents need more involvement
for the money they are pay
ing." They wish to cut the
bureaucracy, thus making it
easier for students to run for
office in the future.
Specific campaign goals
cited by De'ak and Fox were to
start and maintain
maintain the him
film pro-

OTT SWITZER
iff Writer

ast Thursday there was a
,ate between
ASUOP
sidential
and
Vicesidential candidates Jason
'ak and Carrie Fox and their
xinents, Dan Borlik and
gan Welty. Both sides pre:ed their ideas and views on
iv they would run ASUOP if
cted by the student body,
he debate took place durPacific Hour and was a
m meeting-type forum. The
ht students in the audience
not have to place their
:stions on cards. In fact,
re were so few students that
r were allowed to simply be
gnized and ask their quesloth sides have been very
in campus events and
[anizations. Jason De'ak
formerly a student at
rperdine University where
was very active. Carrie Fox,
ak's running mate, currentholds the office of Public
ations for the ASUOP
ramming Board. On the
gramming

ASUOP candidates Jason De'ak, Carrie Fox, and Megan Welty all engage in debate.
ties to the Stockton communigram. They wish to see the ASUOP's Programming Board.
Both sides are focusing on ty." Furthermore, they wish to
McCaffrey Center Theatre
place a student on every com
being used every weekend improvement. Borlik and
mittee on campus in order to
Welty
wish
to
"improve
the
once again. This has been
improve the student voice as
facilities
we
currently
have,
as
something which Carrie Fox
See Debate, page 3
well
as
improve
the
campus
has been involved with on
, _ _
_« • ^ ^

tudents oose concerns on ASUOP reconstruction
would happen
happen to
to the
the transition
transition
dent.
team
when
the
revolutionaries
The authors of the initiative
.
who are seniors
brought along a
graduate?"
diagram of the
"What would
B a g g e t t
current structure
answered this by
happen
to
the
of ASUOP and
saying that he,
presented their transition team
Rayl, and Burridge
ideas on the new
when the
would only serve
model
they
revolutionaries as advisors.
would like to see
The actual tran
who are seniors sition
implemented.
team would
The students
graduate?"
be set up among
from Farley who
students
who
were present had •
m
a number of questions for the we,^n^a^ov| the
em_
so-called revolutionaries.
Y
. person
One student asked, "What ment of ASUOP, the person

HL

UG HINKLE
t News Editor

arley House's Community
incil meeting on Sunday was
i a visit by the students
•nd Initiative A: Tim Rayl,
Baggett, and Tim Burridge.
e King, the vice-president of
JOP was also present,
ang made it clear that her
arks were not to be repreative of,,ASUOP.
5 she put it, "ASUOP has no
feed effort against or for
initiative." She was only
king as a concerned stu-

Veekend
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would

Sunny
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with authority who is left is the
advisor, Greg Lehr," explained
Baggett.
This job of appointing the
transition team would most
likely fall to Lehr and Student
Life.
This would prevent a conflict
of interest on the revolutionar
ies' part. This also addressed a
question from a student who
asked, "Would the revolutionar
ies appoint Jason De'ak and
Carrie Fox to the transition
team?"
Baggett insisieu
insisted that
uiai this
wouldn't happen. He reiterated

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 68 Low: 45

Rain
Hi: 65 Low: 45

that it
be the "revolu
Art
it wouldn't
wouldn't.bethe:"revc

tionaries" who appoint the peo
ple to the transition team.
The authors of the new initia
tive will continue to speak on
behalf of the new plan to recon
struct ASUOP as the special
election gets closer.
The election for the initiative
will be held on March 24 and
March 25. On the 24th polling
booths will be set up at
Pharmacy from 8:45a.m.-2p.m.
and Elbert Covell 5-7p.m. On
Thursday they will be at Grace
Covell
5-7p.m.
~ from
~
* . and
McCaffrey Center llam-4p.m

Today in History
In 1960, at Cape
Canaveral, Pioneer V
was launched into
orbit around the sun.

i i
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From the PacHkan Archives. November 17. 1978

Shooting in Security Office perplexes Pacific police
THE PACIFICAN

An unidentified person
fired three shots through
the front door of the UOP
Security office last Friday.
According to acting Chief
of Security Ted Finchum,
the shooting took place
between 7:25 p..m. and 8:50
p.m. on November 10.
There were no witnesses to
the incident.
Of the three shots which
were apparently fired, only
two slugs have been recov
ered.
These are being held by
the
Stockton
Police
Department, who joined
Security in the investigation
of the incident.
The shots went through
the Security office's front
door, and then through
another door inside the
office.
After passing

through Sgt. Finchum's
desk, the shells stuck in a
wall behind the desk. No
one was in the Security
office at the time the shots
were fired.
The shells that were used
in the shooting were of the
plastic type. This variety of
shell is used for either target
practice or riot control.
They are used by the mil
itary, the FBI and SWAT
units. They are not used
locally as far as Sgt.
Finchum can attest. "I don't
know how available they
would be in the Stockton
area," he commented.
"There have been 20
arrests of off-campus people
this year, on charges rang
ing from vandalism to bat
tery."
Students are likely to
"kick in the door, egg the
place, or confront us verbal

ly. This just isn't their
style," he said.
"It was a scare tactic,"
Finchum stated when ques
tioned about a possible
motive for the act.
"It's easy to see whether
or not there's someone in
the office. If whoever did
this had wanted to hurt
someone, they would have
come at another time."
Finchum
says
that
Security has "an idea" of
who is responsible for the
act, but has no hard evi
dence at this time.
The Security personnel
are somewhat apprehen
sive, and are being more
cautious in regards to offcampus people since the
shooting.
There are no solid leads
in the incident, which is
currently under investiga
tion.

Sgt. Ted Finchum points out two holes in his desk.

Live Music -

The Studebaher Blues
and
The Seperators
Good Pood - Barbecue Tri-tip, Corned BeefSandwiche
Polish Dogs, and hamburgers
Come try our
6252 Pacific Av ettue

GREENtraditional^
Beer!!
473-37
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hanging the face of Grace
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> Covell residents may no
)L WHITE
f Writer

The structure of Grace
ivell is receiving a face-lift
s appearance and reputaBut these changes are
happening because of
enthusiastic residents
guidance of Grace
veil's staff members.
As a second year resident
Grace, a lot has changed
:e last year," commented
dy Arvizu, a sophomore,
s year's freshmen have
i ideas and are incredibly
husiastic about getting
Dived."
"his change in attitude has

?bate

tinued from page 1

as place representatives
iSUOP on every commucouncil and campus orgaition.
'hen asked about the conersial Initiative A, both
onded negatively convey|hat both candidates feel
initiative would not solve
current problems of
•OP. Welty expressed her
' with, "We believe in a
lent government, not a
dictatorship."
^idential elections will
' ^larch 30. Polling places
he held in various locas around campus.

UOP student
recognized by
Public Safety
sorority circle when she saw
a black Honda Accord with
tinted windows driving
slowly
through the parked
On Thursday, March 4 a
Pacific student was recog cars.
It appeared that the occu
nized by PublicSafety for key
help in getting five auto-theft pants of the Honda were
suspects arrested. For safety checking out the surrounding
reasons, the name of the stu vehicles. The student then
dent recognized will be with called Public Safety and
reported what was seen. This
held.
car
was in gear and rolled
At 9 a.m. during the
without
a driver until it
beginning of the Student Life
struck
a
parked
car.
staff meeting, Public Safety
The suspects then began to
representatives congratulat
ed this student for quick flee the scene in their car but
thinking by calling Public not before accelerating
Safety after witnessing a sus towards a public safety offi
picious car driving around in cer who had to jump out of
the parking lot behind sorori the way. The officer was
struck by the car, bruising his
ty circle last semester.
When asked if this incident hand. A chase pursued by
scared the individual, the Public Safety was eventually
Pacific student replied, "Yes I taken over by Stockton
was scared because I thought Police.
The chase ended when the
that they could have seen my
driver
lost control of his vehi
license plate number and
cle
and
ran off the road near
could then find me.'
Arch
Road
and Highway 99.
The event happened on
December 14, at 12:30 a.m. A short foot pursuit followed,
The Pacific student was leav but the suspects were taken
ing tire parking lot behind into custody.

JAMIE PASSAMA
Staff Writer
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PAGE 3

contributed to the students
pulling together in order to
be a more unified community.
Last semester, a dance was
held to celebrate the 40th
anniversary of the opening of
Grace Covell. Joe Martinez,
Grace
Covell's
Head
Resident, is putting together
a shadow box made up of pic
tures, a champagne glass and
an invitation in order to com
memorate the celebration.
The history of Grace Covell
is also being immortalized in
the lounges with black and
white dedicatory photos of
past events and people since
Grace Covell opened. A
memorial of pictures com

posed of students who left
Pacific "too soon," such as
Adrian Bowers, is being
established in the Tiger
Lounge. Bowers was killed in
an auto accident last semes
ter.
Grace Covell is also utiliz
ing a national recycling grant
to help make the residence
hall a productive community.
This was one of sixty grants
awarded
throughout
California. Grace Covell, the
only
housing
complex
entered, received one.
New cleaning equipment
and an extensive video
library are also being added
for the students.

Have a hot news tip for The Pacifican ?
Call Alex Zamansky at 946-2115
or email him at
news@thepacifican.com
-CALL MANACER
FOR SPECIAL
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Private Gated Community
Washer-Dryer Hook-up
.
Park like Setting/Pool
Covered Parking/CentraLAii

ERBANK
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PacificStateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaviile
Columbia

Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
Tracy

http://www.padficstalebank.com
pacstate@aol.com

Member
FDIC

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728

College Headlines

Public Safety Report

February 25, 1999 - March 3, 1999
PREPARED BY JERRY L. HOUSTON

Burglary
Where
Archania Fraternity House
Towerview Apartments
Theft
Where
Elbert Covell Dining Hall
McCaffrey Center
Campus Wide
Hand Hall

Mar 2
Mar 2

Vandalism
wramti
Vehicle kicked

Lot #1 (by Stagg Stadium)
Stadium Drive
Rudkin Drive

DU1 arrest
DUl arrest
DU1 arrest

wuiuuvn » / uuors, prov raea o escorts, assisted o standard ipotorists, contacted 25 suspicious pers
and contacted one individual with an open container of alcohol.
If you have any inquires about any of the information provided in this report, you are encourai
to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 ft
campus phones. You may also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstances or person

ma Wireless Services
Autttorlred Dealer

PAGING SERVICE
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•LIMITED TIME RESTRICTION APPLY
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LIMITED TIME.
RESTRICTIONS APPLY

Alpha Therapeutic
Plasma Donation Center
429 E. March in. #F
Stockton. CA 95204
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EDITORIAL

P A C I F I C A N

ED
Quote of the
Week
'The American
economy, the
American society,
the American
unconscious are
all racist"
- Michael
Harrington

,

~

For student views on
the Editorial topic, see
Question of the Week
on page 6

-' » •
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niversity diversity lacking on web
most likely turning people of
ethnicity away from UOP.
It is nice to think that this
is an honest mistake, but
how
could
University
Relations make such a care
less error? Recently UC
Berkeley lowered its quotas
for Asians entering the uni
versity, because there was a
general belief that they
already had enough Asians
CT
attending. Do we think that
Kote page '
SllL
of the UOP Caucasian kids do This may attract we already have enough
minorities, so its time to get
more
web
not
weo -site picnOl adequately
aaequuitiy
•
MM Uf
,
^ Caucasian
UQp ^
some Caucasian kids into
ture Caucasian rpnrpcpnt our ctu.
students?
P
,
, „
discourage p o- UOP?
There is nothing wrong
dent
body
pie of ethnicity
There is one
with the web page portray
•
from
attending.
picture of an ——
ing UOP students as overly
Asian girl which only recent When people go away to col
happy and excited, but there
ly replaced a photo of a lege, they usually look for an
is something wrong when
**ay not all be happy Caucasian student playing institution where they will
the student body is por
anting, but we certain football in a collared shirt be comfortable. An Asian or
trayed as wholly Caucasian.
Hispanic
student
might
feel
's not all Caucasian. UOP and loafers. Until two weeks
University Relations may
university which prides ago, all five pictures were of uncomfortable attending a
need to rethink its decision
university
which
they
°n diversity; we have Caucasian kids only. In any
to post these photos because
^ cultural clubs and case, one picture of an Asian believe to be inhabited only
of
the message it could
of by Caucasian people, and
r*nge students, a school girl and four pictures or
potentially
convey
to
st, !rnational Studies, and Cau
Caucasian kids do not ade- would choose a different
prospective
students.
ent body with many
quately represent our stu- institution. Our web page is

When high school stu
nts start looking for a unireity to attend, many begin
eir search
on the Internet,
liversity web sites inform
udents about the instituthrough both phopaphs and text. The phoPaphs are meant to draw
°spective students to the
h'ersity, and it is no sur** that the images on the
P vveb site picture stum-ipaung in fun
IUII
^ r-*
participating
^''ties
such
as
reading
The
6 l he
ffi— sucn•
c',lcan and eating outside
sunny day. The message
message
6
' 'web' page is trying
to
*>' is that UOP students
a
happy beaming peo-

editorals rt

different ethnic and cultural dent body to prospective stu
backgrounds. Many private dents. What about the
schools (especially on the African-Americans, Asianeast coast) have very little Americans, and Hispanic
ethnic diversity. UOP is students? They, too, are a
unique and should boast part of this university.
The message that this web
about its diverse student
page
is conveying
to
body.
prospective stuWhy,
wny, tnen,
then,
do four of the One picture of an dents is that UOP
five
phoAsian girl and is A university

P/

"« °<

nt the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop^ottajour office on the
Hall. or e-mail us at parifican&uop.edu. All letters must be signed ana include „ telep.wne ..un.h=-

3f.Hand
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•OPINION
•

A different perspective

ll\l

ThePACIF!

Question of the wee

impact of this initiative with Cultural Council as well.
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA
those involved in its concep Needless to say both have
I am Jorge Barriere, and I tion.
had more experience in the
Does UOP market itself to prospective
am currently an ASUOP
Change is a significant organization than any one
Senator representing the stage in an organization's student on this campus. If
students as a multicultural university]
interests of the ASUOP development.
Change there is a pair of more credi
members enrolled in the should be looked at as an ble individuals to initiate
"Yes, UOP promot
Conservatory of Music. My opportunity to improve. You change within ASUOP, who
cultural diversity,
involvement with ASUOP may have noticed that a would it be?
however, prospecti
has now reached two years. number of the negative
The
government
of
I began my involvement aspects of the organization ASUOP has no police or mil
students aren't a
with ASUOP as the Cultural have been brought to light itary forces to enforce any of
well aware as m
Affairs Commissioner on by The Pacifican. Many of its policies. It is not a gov
r
ore."
the cabinets of Presidents these issues demonstrate the ernment. Webster's New
Todd Strange and Gabriel need for change. When World Dictionary defines a
Jon Baggett. I then became asked to address weakness government as the exercise
Cathy Portug
the Communication Affairs es within the organization, of authority over a state,
Sophomc
Commissioner on President the executive board merely district, organization, insti
Russell Marzette's cabinet in turned their heads in the tution, etc. Those in power
"It markets itself as a
the Fall of 1998, and I now other direction. This igno may think they have author
multicultural school,
find myself a part of the leg rance cost them their ity over the students at UOP,
but in
islative branch of an organi Communication
Affairs but they have no control
zation in the midst of com C o m m i s s i o n e r . over the "citizens" they gov
reality it's not."
motion and confusion.
Furthermore, for an officer ern. Our primary objective
Let me state specifically to say that the initiative can is to fund events and organi
that although I have been be "torn up" if they deem it zations that enrich the qual
Antonette Pertierra
cited as part of the infamous invalid is ignorance at its ity of life on campus. In that
Junior
"revolution," I am in no way worst.
sense, we are a business and
part of the planning or
It appears to me that the students are our cus
authoring of Initiative A. I many of the officers in tomers. If you think about it,
"Yes, there are a
have worked with Jon ASUOP are afraid. They are why not give students the
I ; -M
lot of cultural clut
Baggett and Tim Burridge afraid of Tim Burridge, Jon opportunity to exercise their
on many occasions, and I Baggett, Initiative A, and business skills in an envi
on campus that
have a very open relation most importantly, they are ronment where the cus
attract prospective
ship with them concerning afraid of change. In addi tomer is our number one
Initiative A. I express my tion, they are afraid of los focus, not the policies that
students."
concerns to them and they, ing their paid positions and revolve around a so-called
in turn, keep me up-to-date officer titles. "Hiis organiza "government ?"
Lieke Sofia
regarding their plans and tion is not about salaries and
The issues involved in
Junic
goals. My job as a senator is titles. That is the last thing this initiative are simpler
simply to protect the organi we need to protect. I used to than perceived. It is for this
zation and to legislate on get paid by ASUOP. I don't reason that I urge each of
behalf of the best interests of anymore, but as a senator, I the students paying the
No, just reading
our student body.
have had the opportunity to $105/year ASUOP fee to
the ads I saw -1
On the other hand, a take a step back and view research Initiative A. I can
number of the officers the organization from "out
don't remember
arrange for any student to
involved in the organization side the box."
any."
meet with Jon or Tim to dis
are beginning to greatly con
I can truthfully tell you cuss the impact of this initia
cern me. I can attest that the that Jon Baggett and Tim
tive. I, too, can provide a
Marie Grieve
opinions expressed in the Burridge have the best
senator's
perspective
on
the
letter to you authored by intentions for the organiza
Junior
issues involved. In fact, my
Omar Tinoco and Dare King tion and for the students of
e-mail
address
is
are only shared by a number this university. Both have
jbarrier@cs.uop.edu. Please
of officers in the organiza poured their blood, sweat,
"Yes, because I
tion. It is for this reason that and even tears in trying to e-mail me or stop by the
ASUOP
office
and
leave
me
the percentage of
I found the need to write a provide students with the
a
message.
I
will
make
sure
letter expressing a different best organization to utilize
the ethnic student*
perspective on the events the fee paid by students to to respond to your message
attending the
concerning the initiative ASUOP. Jon has been as fast as possible. Please
;
-'4
keep
an
open
mind!
school."
and the irresponsible way President, Vice President,
many officers are handling Senate
President
ProSincerely,
- Mike PW
this critical issue. I can say Tempore, and the Senator
Jorge
M. Barriere
i--sz* i
with all honesty that many for the United Cultural
Soi
--'-N
of the officers within our Council. Tim has been
Editor's Note:
organization have not taken Attorney
General
and
For more perspectives
For our view on this topic, see
the time to research the Senator for the United
on the issue, see page 9.
Dear editor.

the Editorial on page 5-

-OPINION

'1. 1999

PAGE 7

rhumbs Why
can't
we
JP'
u
humbs all get
jown
along?

These
are
some
nervations
we've
ade about the good
id the bad going on
ound campus.

Thumbs up to
1 men's
and
UL women's basket™ ball, teams for
making it to the
e West tournament

Thumbs down
to 500 students
% not showing up
to the women's
basketball
game
Thumbs down
to the return of
* the brown water

*

*

Thumbs up to
men's volleyball
for being ranked
10th
in
the
nation

ft

Thumbs down
to continuing
^ problems with
Express.

1

M

Thumbs up to
o

n

i

c

a

Lewinsky's smi
ley interview

Thumbs down
y to kidnapping in
Yosemite
t

L>

MATT DAVIES
Staff Writer
Since the dawn of time, or
the beginning of the college
Greek system, fraternity and
sorority members have been
engaged in rivalries ranging
from the playful to the bitter.
Here at UOP, the Greek system
is no different. Although spo
radic, rivalry does occur, rang
ing in scope from "friendly
fire" and "pop-offs," to the
exchange of fists and even out
right theft.
This rivalry seems so natur
al that many of us pay no heed
to it at all; we could simply care
less. In fact, for those not
involved in the Greek system,
all this rivalry may seem funny
or ludicrous. The amusing
thing is that rivalry is based on
tradition. Most houses don't
even know why they don't like
each other.
Yet those directly involved

with a fraternity or sorority
have at least made some effort
towards promoting Greek
peace and unity. Like the
flower children of the 1960s,
many strive for Greek harmo
ny through a variety of activi
ties and strategies. One of
these is the annual Greek Night
at Stockton Rocks. However,
adding alcohol to the already
existing problem only compli
cates the issue. Another effort
toward peace involves the fre
quent retreats between the
Greek houses.
Yet these
retreats merely create peace
between individual members
of the houses, not the entire
chapter itself. Also, there are

The Weekly Rant

may ease the tension between
members of the Greek system.
Perhaps we could build a small
boxing arena in Fraternity
Circle and have staged bouts
between fraternities. A tent
could be erected, twenty dol
lars at the door, formal dress
required. I assure you that peo
ple would pay.
Although these ideas might
sound slightly ludicrous, I am
simply making the point that
the rivalries themselves are
ludicrous. We should all strive
for Greek peace and harmony,
and new alternatives should be
implemented towards this
effort. Let's all give peace a
chance.

.

Racism rears its ugly head once again

SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer
During February, which is
supposed to be
Black History
month and a cel
ebration of the
contributions of
Black men and
I women, as well
as their history, some of the
ugliest remarks and situations
this writer has ever witnessed
were aired nationally.
Starting down in Texas, a
white supremacist attacked a
black man, chained him to the

incUfiifinns mislead
other institutions
mislead Deopeopie into believing racism does
not exist, but this is all just a lie.
We are in a society that is
becoming more and more
racist, moving in the opposite
direction them it should.
Thank Texas for being as
hard on criminals as they are,
ensuring that this convicted
murderer, ironically of the last
name King, will die. He was
sentenced to death, and Texas
has one of the highest execu
tion rates in the country.
Everyone say good-bye to the
racist scum bag.
As if this were not bad
enough, in New York on

Thumbs up to
sunny weather

Thumbs down
% to bike thieves

some "old school" members
who are content to let the rival
ry between the houses contin
ue.
In light of this, 1 have been
thinking of some new ideas to
promote Greek harmony, and
have come up with a few solu
tions. How about staged cat
fights between members of dif
ferent sororities? We could bet
money on the outcomes and
donate the profit to charity.
What about mud wrestling on
Alpha Phi's lawn? We could
turn the whole thing into one
giant mud pit, fence it off, and
charge $20.00 a head. The
funds could be put towards a
Greek "mocktail" party that

^aTralarmingra^e
X and

looking (or a rape suspect, and

evidently
evidently an
an unarmed
unarmed black
black
man standing at the front of his
Bronx apartment was too suspicious. As it now stands, the
officers are on administrative
duty and have not been
charged. This is the NYPD s
way of saying, "just sit back
and wait for things to cool
down." If these 'cops', who are
supposed to uphold the law,
are not charged with murder,
then lI have
nave no raiuiieudidiiui
faith left at all in
our system of justice, and may
J
. ,for Canadian
J:
—
apply
citizen
ship.
Shortly after Lauryn Hill
won all of her Grammys two
weeks ago, a DJ from
Washington, "the greaseman,"
played an excerpt tarn one of
her songs, and then pro
claimed, "Its no wonder peo
ple drag them behind trucks.
This man was fired hours later,
although in my opinion he

should
been chained
chained to;
to a
should have
have been
truck and dragged out of
town. It is trash like this that is
jeopardizing the people of the
United States, with no atten
tion paid to race, creed, or
color.
Not to be outdone, Lauryn
Hill, when asked about her
fans, at one point said, "1 could
care less about all the white
people...I wish they wouldn't
listen to
my music." These
— ~v
people are supposed to be role
mnHpIs
nr at least are supmodels, or
sup
posed to try to maintain a
decent image. With people
trading racist slurs up and
down the line, it is no wonder
racial
___ tensions are becoming

h^ndhjjte
I will finish by sharing with
you a vision. Maybe one day
all people will be proud of
their heritage, yet race will not
See Rant, page 8
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New proposal
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Library defends hours
Dear Editor,

upheaval

concerning

the

oil"? The
•question « ,

hours? Is there a frenzy to put whether or not we need nv
per minute out-of-state, and
Last week Joseph DeVera the blame on somebody to be hours or even whether or r
10 cents in-state. With these
wrote an article entitled just another scapegoat for we should stay open 24 hoi
new long distance rates, stu
This fall, each student liv dents will be doubling and
"Students complaining about Residenial Life and Housing but who would actually co.
ing on campus will be even tripling what they now
library hours" on which he because the residence halls are to the library night af
charged 5150 for basic cam pay.
openly criticized the hours so noisy at night after quiet night? Even when the libra
pus/Stockton phone service
To discuss these issues
and services provided by the hours that you have to find does extend their hours for
and voice mail. This fee with students, two forums,
University of the Pacific someplace else to study? Or is hour to midnight dun
pays for the new Centrex one sponsored by ASUOP
Libraries. As an undergradu there really a need for more finals week only a handful
phone system on campus. and the other sponsored by
ate student and a patron of the hours into the late night? Who students actually frequent t
Although other schools and RHA, were held. A third
library, not to mention a stu is going to work those hours? library, each wanting to crj
universities have this phone forum was closed to stu
dent worker, I do think that The workers at the library, until that last minute befc
system, this system may not dents except for certain indi
the hours provided (almost whether it is at the circulation the test. If you do need a U
be best for UOP.
viduals, Russell Marzette
90) are sufficient. Students desk, shelving books or at the night
study
place. t
The Telecommunications and Henry Chan. Marzette
perpetually believe
that information commons, are Denny's or Lyon's. The)''
Proposal was developed and and Chan discussed the fees
everyone else's library is open students too, and they also open 24 hours and offer fr
headed by Lynn Kubeck, the with a committee during the
more than their own. But, on need time to study. I myself refills on coffee as well as
Chief Information Officer at third meeting, and they
the contrary, UOP's library put in an 8-hour day as a variety of snacks and facilitx
the Office of Computing approved the 5150 fee over
hours either match or beat supervisor. Why would I want
Services. The proposal went the original $200 fee.
most others in Northern to stay here for another 2-3
Aaron Misrack
as far as President De Rosa
Kubeck did not attend
California.
hours just so one or two peo
Circulation Student
this past January. However, any of the meetings, even
What is the cause of the ple can "bum the midnight
Supervisor
because students were still though she was behind the
tion, we will not be prompted to selves, and not have to be affi
on break, President De Rosa proposal. Junior Irina Moga
list ourselves as Caucasian, ated with one race or another
decided that it would be best said about Kubeck, "She did
Continued from page 7
Hispanic non-white, African you like this idea, the next tir
to get student approval of not show up and give stu
exist
in the world. When you American, Native American, you are asked to mark one
this new project.
dents the necessary informa
fill out a college, work, or Asian or Pacific Islander, or these categories, just wn
The new Centrex system tion that we needed to
some government applica other. Maybe we will all be our Human.
would eliminate the hassle understand the phone sys
! of setting up an account tem a lot better." In addition,
with a phone company. many students have had a
Students would no longer difficult time contacting her,
have to deal with installa and she has been unavail
Well pay you to lose up to 29= lbs.!
tion or hook-up fees, and able for comment.
they would spend less time
Students already have
talking with any customer enough fees to pay, and we,
service
representatives. as students, do not want any
Also, each student would more added to our bill, espe
have his or her own phone cially if it is for something
line and phone. However, that we do not know much
there are no details on about. There are benefits to
whether each student can the new phone system, but
receive call-waiting, caller we need proof of savings,
ID, and other services.
such as cost comparisons
Even with these benefits, and details on services.
the $150 fee as well as the Next time, it would be better
long distance rates add up to include students in such a
The proposed long distance proposal rather than leaving
rates as of now are 18 cents them out.
JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer

Rant

WANTED - 98 PEOPLE!
1-888-658-4385

e-file your taxes

Technology fee for
Ethernet
Dear Editor,

the proposal for mandatory
laptops are two excellent
I am of the decided opinion examples of the incompetence
that the technology fee of the current administration.
increase should go towards Forget the revolution to
Ethernet connections for the change ASUOP; we need a rev
whole campus. Too many of olution to change this adminis
the administration's current tration.
policies regarding technology
are completely hare-brained.
Sincerely,
The telephone upgrade and
Tim Bailey

TODAY!

www.flb.ca.gov
or

1-800-852-5711

•OPINION
levcMionaireToffiFtheiFperspective
^e^ntsofUOP,

mid

„luHon only affcc,s
olution only affects the
government" portion of the
organization.
"Why don't you work
through the system to try
and improve ASUOP?"
Each of us has served in
the organization in positions
such as President, Vice
President, Attorney General,
Senator
President
Pro'
r°
Tempore Senator an

<= ' 1
H C T5 p C CI IVC
simply using the process
current structure of the gov term goals become possible,
described in the ASUOP
[ "VVhat is the revolution?"
ernment of ASUOP. In its
and people's energies are
Constitution. You may have
The revolution was creatabsence, a team of students, better spent. These things
seen
or
even
signed
our
peti
by sincere individuals
working at an equal level of become possible through the
tion. By signing our petition
those purpose is stimulatauthority, will be formed to consolidation and clarifica
you are stating that you
ttg honest, productive, and
explore possible structures. tion of jobs within the orga
want to exercise your right
ieaceful change. Our goal is
This team will be formed of nization, the alternation of
to vote for or against
improve the "governstudents who have had officer terms in the executive
Initiative A in a general
hent" and make it a more
experience within ASUOP as and board of director func
ASUOP student election. well as students who have
fficient and effective part of
tions, and the return of
etition was
was submitted
Our
petition
IUOP. To fully understand
u"r P
submitted not held positions within
direct control of the organi
s concept, you must first
jrSZSgffiSgg ASUOP. In this way, the zation to the constituent
A(fa£
aware that the "govern- Commissioner TXT .
T According to ASUOP team is given a broad spec
school governments who
,ent" is actually only one we have worked over'Eve stuTem^The""^ ^ ^ trum of ideas and experience founded ASUOP in 1971.
government levels. We liken this change
lart of the organization years within the
organiza
Our reward is achieved
mown as ASUOP. There are tion to promote the better has two weeks from that to giving the government a
through the knowledge that
Additional divisions of the ment of the ASUOP, and to date to hold a special elec "re-birth."
our
contributions have made
|rganization of ASUOP. improve life for students on tion to either ratify or deny
What is our motivation a lasting positive change in
liese are: the student pro- this campus. Our actions in Initiative A. In a meeting on in creating Initiative A?" or
ASUOP's ability to serve
camming board
which creating this initiative con Thursday, March 4, it was "What is our stake in this?"
students.
unilaterally
decided
by
the
yonsors events like the ski tinue to promote the impor
We want to see students
We encourage you to
dip to Kirkwood, and "An tance of working within the ASUOP executive board to served in the most efficient
investigate
these issues and
vening
with
Nikki system to facilitate improve bypass the two week time way possible. Through our make an informed decision
piovanni"; KPAC, which is ments. As specified in the frame for the initiative involvement in ASUOP, we at election time.
he student radio station ASUOP Constitution, a stu process as outlined in the have become frustrated by
"Liberty is the right to
fvhere you or your friends dent is granted the right to student ratified constitution, the organization's inability choose. Freedom is the result
lay be DJs; Tiger's Grocery author an initiative, and in favor of a longer time to act for you. We are con of the right choice." —Anon
vinced that ASUOP has
Store and the Annex. These petition for a special elec frame of three weeks.
"What does Initiative A much more potential that it
pre all services that directly tion. The student body then
Best Regards,
do?"
utilizes. In our proposed
pffect you...and they will votes to either approve or
Tim Rayl
The purpose of the initia organizational
structure,
flain untouched. The rev- deny the initiative. We are
Gabriel Jon Baggett
tive is to quickly dissolve the beauracracy is reduced, long
Tim Burridge

oint of clarification on Initiative A

I
J
1A _ _
bear
editor

ASUOP officers, appointed or tation of the petition.... con
Constitution, the petition
elected.
ducted in the same manner as
To clarify on the unavoidholds
INVALID for the sim
A
transition
team, a regular election...[and] an
e "^interpretation of the
ple
reason
that neither an
unnamed and unselected, is affirmative vote of two thirds
lu°te printed on last week's to take over ALL governmen
"Initiative" nor an "Attorney
(2/3) of the ASUOP members
pcifican,
"we "-an
can tear
j.
iccti Up tal duties, monies, and ser voting in such an election General" exist under the said
document.
document (initiative) if vices upon the adoption of
shall be necessary for passage
e don't think it's valid," the
I highly encourage every
the Initiative according to a of
initiative
measures"
student to take this issue very
W3S
t0
invoke
the
iSh
student body vote.
(Article Vlll, Section 2 G-l)*. seriously
and to carefully
ASUOP has been running
PSTn°f n0t OItly the
Therefore,
this
special
s'Snatures on
ilthpnT°
< . ", ,c signatures
or under a functional constitu election will take place on the evaluate the pros and cons
JTon' but more impor- tion ratified by Senate three week following Spring Break, for passing the initiative, not
J"ly the content of the doc- and a half years ago. The cur before Friday, March 26,1999. ing that it does not establish a
* NOTE: It should be
Tlr -the leSaIity of rent constitution differs from
obtained^8 ®lgnatures were the student ratified constitu noted that the revolutionaries
tion in that it dictates that the presented the petition titled
SuRRest
fuqUOte did not
f
initiative election is to be held "Initiative A" and explicitly
*.&al 'CnegdocumM,t's
as
it
was
15
school days after the pre make
reference
to
an
bken.
sentation of the petition, "Attorney General" which in
JTtial "^formation on rather than two weeks. Also, fact are ONLY included
Initiative;
lt: dictates that a two-thirds
it
The n h •
under
the
current
0rth onU°n W3S brought
u
uu
1
vote
necessary to
•urtt) on tk
'
' 6"
vwlc is
is ncv-coociiy
iu pass the
uie Constitution, thereby indicatursday, February
initiative instead of 50% plus ing that they too are follow^5, I999
natures '
370 sig- one. This new Constitution is ing
inv the same
samp principle.
nrinrinlp Since
Sinrp
re9"irern "U& meedn8 the
intended to be placed on the lack of communication on
acti0n , ®nt for legislative ballots this year.
their part did not indicate
Action to be taken follow otherwise, ASUOP stays con
^sTu'hatiVe calls for a ing constitutional guidelines: sistent with handling the
"An initiative election shall matter appropriately. If the
govemT ment of ASUOP
°verthr
' as wel1 as the be held within fifteen (15) revolutionaries argue that
•P^g °f the current school days after the presen- they are following the "old"

new governmental structure
but rather a possible destruc
tion/ creation of the democra
tic process. For questions, I
am sure ASUOP officers
(including myself, and per
haps the revolutionary advo
cates) would be willing to
address your concerns.

Attorney General
Brian M. Salazar
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Healthy start at
career experience
Academic internships offer
specific applications
JULIE DAVIS & SCOTT
SHAPIRO
Guest Writers

Jocelyn Arquines assists Dr. Howard Chi during her internship with the local dentist.

The health and science
fields can be tough ones to
break into. In addition to the
grueling classes, students are
expected to have practical
experience when applying to
graduate schools. Many stu
dents struggle with the search
of gaining real life experience
in the medical and dental
fields.
UOP students need not

struggle or search any lonei
While the Career ai
Internship Center offers
wide variety of internsh
opportunities, it also can he
in gaining that practical exp
rience for pre-med and pi
dental students.
Jocelyn Arquines, an intel
with Dr. Howard Chi, DM
has daily hands-on expel
ences assisting Dr. Chi wi[
dental procedures. Joceli
states, "Dr.Chi will wo|
through many procedur
See Healthy Start, page

Kilusan Pilipino explores a community, culture

R.K. STEPHENS
Metro Editor

Philinnine culture.
rilltlirp Pnnallv
Philippine
Equally
important, this organization is
designed to promote aware
Kilusan Pilipino club is ness of campus and communi
committed to its community ty events, thus enabling others
by educating its members and to
explore
cultural
spreading the traditions of diversity,"says administrative
Pilipino heritage.
coordinator
Friendship
Elizabeth Parra.
"Just like any
and unity are
Each year the
integral factors
other
club puts on an
for the club's
organization or event known as
high member
the
Pilipino
club, we have our Cultural
ship.
Night.
University of tough times, but it
M a n y
the
s
tlle
ers
clubs
Pili
ino
P
Kilusan PihrSno
Pilipino '
, P everance across
California
c l u b d e v e l ops the
of officers and inro
throw this show.
Pilipino culture dub members that The
Pilipino
in the Stockton
Cultural Night
keep
this
club
community by
showcases the
going
sponsoring
talents of Kilusan Kilusan Pilipino's Dance Troupe supports an authentic Phillipine tradition.
like
events
Pilipino Cultural - Elizabeth Parra m T m b e ^ s activities, and cultural coordi Parra.
not iae*aii5
lacking in this cW
are iiui
nating.
KORE
also
includes
Anyone
interested
Night and going
Parra enjoys her members
an administrative coordinator, attending a Kilusan Pilipino because she enjoys the atm •
t0>hemKema^ SC^°°1S t0 Share dandnS- andbsm^ing^lTys
treasurer and secretary.
,chio a"
meeting can attend their next phere of
with children the heritage of Parra.
The officers meet bi-month meeting held tonight at 8:00
Pilipinos through history and
Parra is one of nine officers
unity. We wu^ —o
i
ly. General session meetings
anCe'
making up Kilusan Pilipino for all members are held twice p.m. in Wendell Phillips because the club develops a»
Center, Room 123.
Kilusan demonstrates its club's leadership.
"encourages leadershipa month as well. Having
integrity through its purpose.
Dr.
Richard
Tenaza
of
the
"Just like any other orga?
Known as KORE, these offi
"Kilusan Pilipino seeks to cers are responsible for com meetings for the whole group Biology Department advises zation we have our o
educate and celebrate the munity events, outreach, e.ve/y„ er week makes the the group and their events,
times, but it is the per
club more accessible," says
Leadership and guidance
See Kilusan, p°9e
Fo, more information about kilusan PIlI?^~t -r

.METRO.
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Healthy Stc

Continued from page 10

Alex Ambley with Dr. Forsythe at Cowell Health Center.
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Greek Life

Alpha Phi
The ladies of Alpha Phi
enjoyed the dance put on
by their new members last
Saturday night. The new
members tricked us and
we arrived at "The Playaz
Ball" dressed like nerds.
Good one girls!
Alpha Phi would like to
congratulate everyone
newly elected to Greek
Council, including our
own Rachel Cooper,
Greek Council President,
and Kortley Norris, Rho
Chi Coordinator. They
will both no doubt be an
asset to Greek Council.
Delta Delta Delta
Greeks are pulling
together once again on
campus. Delta Delta Delta
looks forward to a new
Greek Council, a unifying
asset to our school.
Congratulations are in
order for Tri Delta's Darci
Ramos, the newly elected
1
Treasurer for Greek
Council and all officers
who will be serving dur
ing 1999-2000. It will be a
pleasure to work with a
strong and diverse group
of leaders.
Pi Kappa Alpha
A lot has happened in

Z A B
A
the past couple of weeks Z
t¥

for Pi Kappa Alpha. We
celebrated the anniver I
sary of our founding and
A
had many alumni here for
a small football tourna E
ment and barbecue. We T
also started out our I
Founder's Day with a P
chapter-wide Highway
©
Clean Up.
We would like to con n
gratulate Brother Jorge o
Barrier for being elected as N
Greek Council President. M
We know that he will
A
serve the Greeks of Pacific
fully and fairly. We look K
forward to working with r
you in the upcoming <P
months. Congratulations E
to all of the other newly A
elected officers as well.
Four of
— our
— brothers ft
recently attended the 0
Golden West Regional P
Conference for Pi Kappa E
Alpha.
They learned 1
about new risk management1 techniques, fund A
raising ideas, and the E
importance of campus K
involvement. We look for A
ward to implementing
A
these fresh concepts into
our daily activities and . E
hope the campus as a V
O
whole will benefit.

Z A T E O T K A M N O n 0 P I TA
Greek organizations (professional, social,
academic) may submit entries for

Greek Life.
CaU

with me, and I get to assist on
some of those procedures first
hand."
In addition to having the
hands-on
experience,
Arquines also takes advan
tage of the opportunity to
apply classroom learning to
her internship. "In Mentor we
are studying ethics, and in the
dental profession, ethics and
patient care are very impor
tant."
Internships provide valu
able experience that can be
helpful when applying to

graduate schools or obtaining
a post-graduate job.
Alexander Amby, intern at
the Cowell Health Center,
conducts
research
on
advances in medical technolo
gy and medical ethics, as well
as observing Dr. Kenneth
Forsythe.
When asked if Alex thought
this internship would help
him in his career he respond
ed, "Yes, because medical
schools look for experience
outside the classroom, and it
gives you a better idea of what
the job will be like before you
start."
Amby is able to directly

Gold Rush strikes
Pacific library
THE PACIFICAN

The annual luncheon
meeting of the Associates of
the University of the Pacific
Libraries is scheduled to
begin at 12:00 noon on
Saturday, March 20, in
Raymond Commons on the
UOP campus. The cost is
$16.50 per person. Deadline
for reservations is Monday,
March 15.
Reservations
may be made by contacting
the Library's administration
office directly at 946-2434.
The speaker at this year's
luncheon is Mr. Gary
Kurutz, Director of Special
Collections at the California
State Library, who struck it
rich in a search for
California gold: literary
gold, that is. Author of an
award-winning bibliogra

phy of contemporary gold
rush writings recently pub
lished by the Book Club of
California, he will share
some of his findings and
experiences
with
the
Associates.
His talk, entitled "All's
Not Gold that Glitters:
Documenting the California
Gold Rush," is based on the
premise that the gold rush
is the best and most inter
esting documented event in
California history.
Please join us in remem
bering the original Fortyniners in this sesquicentennial year celebration of the
California Gold Rush. We
look forward to enjoying
your company on March 20
at the 1999 edition of the
Library Associates annual
luncheon meeting.

11

apply his science courses to
his medical internship. "With
this flu going around, 1 am
seeing a lot of what we study
in Micro-biology. Also, since
we deal with a lot of injured
athletes, I see some Applied
Physiology."
Academic Internships spe
cialize in applying theoretical
classroom learning to real
world situations. If you are
interested in gaining this real
world experience, please call
Jody Smith at the Career and
Internship Center at (209) 9462273 to discuss potential
opportunities for Summer
1999, Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.
43 YEARS of QUALITY

Gafi/on
rata tTreJi
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Mnnmd Csrved from die Bone

I rum the Hzn'ih lo l's
I mkiuoi B cm Hamburger
We use 100% ground fresh chuck
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiolts

Rotisserie Chicken
with Frah Herb*

Barbcqued Beef Sandwich
front our Wood Burning (We*

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple

S*w Strvtmf

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
k> fyrrwtnfnot*
Fresh Deep Fried Bloc
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

STOCKTON'S ONLY

Salads

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley s Best

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade

We only use Pacific Coast \ATURAL BEET andpork Their fitdai ewei eraroU atcom and grams
The old fashioned way.

Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream

Drive Thru Espresso

•World's First Oyster Burrilo • Fresh Fish Tiros
• (umbo Garlic Prawns • Rotis*ene Chicken
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada Ignited steakl
• Camitas (roast pork)

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenu e ( o n e b l o c k s o u t h o f M a r i h L a n d

(209) 946-2114 or e-mail submissions to
METRO@THEPACIFICAN.COM
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We accept ATM 4 major credrt cards

FRESH

•

NATURAL
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NO LARD

"STOCKTON* BEST
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415
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Lifelong Learning

I think, therefore I
write and search
BUD SWANSON
Guest Writer
Explore the far reaches of
your creative spirit where dis
coveries are surprising and
most enlightening, with
Lifelong Learning's class,
Resourcing Your Creative
Mind: An 'I-Search.'"
This is a writing course
with a twist. You become the
iM
Kilusan Pilipino is a diverse organization. Members are seen here at a picnic last fall
source for your own research
paper by observing and inter
Center.
Pilipino Cultural
Night preting your responses to
Kilusan
Many members were edu because it is the "biggest pro research material made avail
Continued from page 10
cated in folkdance because of ject and involves the most able to you.
ance of officers and club mem Mrs. Raquel Andres' devotion people."
As you become aware of a
bers that keep this club to Philippine culture. Andres
Help is needed in all forms. definite thematic pattern
going," explains Parra on the taught about tribal dance and Some members are "acting,
developing-as specific to you
structure of Kilusan Pilipino.
art.
singing, or just passing out as a thumbprint-you will
Currently the organization
The rejuvenating communi flyers," adds Parra.
have the opportunity to
is putting together the ty serves all generations of
Diversity of members keeps express this on paper, docu
Pilipino Cultural Night. their culture. College students the club thriving. Many of
Many hours of time from the of Kilusan Pilipino served as Kilusan Pilipino club mem menting the sources that trig
gered your awareness.
members make this event spe ushers at the centennial event
bers are also involved in the
The course is taught by
cial and enjoyable.
to give back the support the Hawaii Club on the UOP cam writer and researcher Shirley
Not only do college stu community has given them to pus.
A. Jones.
dents from the University of put on their past two Pilipino
The club does these events
Says Jones, "As you
the Pacific campus and San Cultural Night shows.
to have fun and explore the become aware and more
Joaquin Delta College get
Each of the colleges sup Philippine culture. The club
involved with this event, but ports each other as well. "At
receives funding from the
also an endowed community least two or three members of
United Cultural Caucus.
contributes and supports the Delta's Filipino and Friends
Additional activities and
Pilipino Cultural event.
Club" attend UOP's meetings social events like their dance
*Ur«que 1,2*3 TL jVyYKilusan Pilipino is grateful says the administrator.
bedrooms
to
be
held
on
Friday,
March
26
to the community for its
Parra's favorite event is the create enough funding "to
encouraging support.
'Park - like setting
«r,Yf
"This year will be our third
Pilipino Cultural Night and it
•Fireplaces
Best Value!
is co-directed by Ryan
'Pod/Spa
Best Location!!
Himeda, Roy Ravanera and
Billy Rivera. The show will be
Grouse Run Apartments
held at and co-sponsored by
4738 Grouse Run Drive»(209) 957-6710
the Filipino and Friends Club
of San Joaquin Delta College.
Gregory Vietz
All are welcome to join us
Owner
Saturday, April 24 at Atherton
HENRY'S
my session
%
Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.,"
COCKTAILS
onlv
says Parra invitingly.
Where
You
Can
Throw Your Nuts on the Floor
119.99
By suporting the Pilipino
Stockton's Best Kept Secret
Culutral Night the communi
ty can see the bond the
Pilipino culture shares. The
Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Stockton Community is
Wed: $2 Millers +
small," but "really close. We
South Park
have a good relationship,"
at 10:00 PM
says Para.
Last year, Stockton cele
STOCKTON'S PREMIERE PORTRAIT
Thurs: $1 Bud's
brated a centennial relation
AND WEDDING STUDIO!
ship with Pilipino heritage at
Party on the Weekends!!
2^4(1 Pacific Avenue, Suite 1, Stockton, CA 95204
the Filipino Community

SIGNATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

Y

(209) 469-2448

(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way • Stockton, CA 95205

powerful as a writer an
interpreter, you develop
confidence in your thinkin
and writing abilities that ca
be carried across curriculur
to other classes and subiet
matter."
The researcher continue
to say "'I-Search' guides yoi
in the basics of putting
paper together with focus am
intent; but more than that, i
allows you to resource you
creative mind, the mind'tha
is so well equipped to focu:
intently on the 'unseenwaiting to be mapped.'"
"Resourcing your Creati
Mind: An 'I-Search'" me
Friday, April 9, 6-9p.r
Saturday, April 10 ai
Sunday, April 11 10:00 a.m
5:00 p.m. in Weber Ha
Room 107. The cost for o
extended (elective) educatii
unit is $85.
To register, stop 1
Lifelong
Learning
McConchie Hall or call (20
946-2424.

STUDY IN

OXFORD
Live with Britisli
students in die very
center of Oxford
as an Associate
Student of a medieval
Oxford college.
available. Since 1985.
adin
|

linOnfod

Council
tcimraAvci
(Shin: 370)

hesimik (202) 547-h'O
Enmif: mst&rokaw

T H E

ALENDAR

LAJIA ZAMANSKY
CALENDAR EDITOR
946-2115

!

Thursday
March 11, 1999
School of Education
Student s Association

General Meeting
12 noon
Bernard School of
lilucation Buliding
| Room 108

Friday
March 12, 1999
|Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship Meeting
8.00 pm
| Z Building East

P A C I F I C A N

5:00 - 7:00 pm
call 466-0194
Location: Book Nook

Sunday
March 14, 1999

Maxwell's Bookmark
Storytime

Evensong

11.00 pm
call 466-0194
Location: Poet's Corner

5:30- 6:00jpm
Morris Chapel

Folk Dance and Swing

Campus Apolistic
FelUrwship
Bible Study

7:00 - 9:00 pm
call 847-4439
South Campus Gym

Maxwell's Bookmark
Teacher Talk

Room for rent- near UOP.
Furnished
room
1250/month,
utilities
included. (209) 478-9003
better to call after 6:30
EHL

Help Wanted
km Extra Cash!!! Make
iour
own
hours!!
Responsible students to
m arket/manage Citibank
P'omotions on campus,
nee giveaways!
Earn
>400+/ W eek. Call Cindy at
lj00-950-847?

ble in hours. Needs to be $189 r/t plus taxes. Cheap
taking higher division fares world wide!!! Call:
courses. $6.50/hr. Call 8 0 0 - 8 3 4 - 9 1 9 2
www.airhitch.orR
Elvera (209) 952-4333.

MEDICAL
BILLING
www.homeprofessions.co
m 6 fol / pt. Home p.c.
req-d. Up to $ 45 /yr. Will
train.
1-800-600-1844
(846).

Travel

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!
Mexico,
the
Caribbean or Jamaica
$250 round trip. Hawaii
$119 one way. Europe
$199 one way. Other
worldwide destinations
cheap. Book tickets Online
www.airtech.com or (800)
575-TECH.

Be flexible... Europe $448
r/t plus taxes. Travel any SPRING BREAK ROSARITO
time in 1999! Hawaii $119 BEACH MEXICO: Rates
o/w.
Mexico/Caribbean from $67.00 per night.
f r u s t r a t e d Bv H i g h P r i c e s ? W h y Pay M o r e ?

jammer
Management
°->itionsNow hiring highsieving students for
^nagerial
position,
ntch through training,
-Pport, effort & integrity
; u 'ts in personal & proS'onal growth.
Avg.
arnings $9200. www.vartystudent.com
1-800^9675.

BEE BEAUTY SALON
& Gift Shop
Permanent*

Hair Cut*

from $26.95

S9oo
Open

$37.95 © up

»•
time accounting
S 0 r needed
for
a
'° na Hy
recognized
P®ny. Somewhat flexi

Tints

$21 .95© Up

M«» - SRF

Part

m

Visit Our Gilt Shop
Sportswear. Music Boxes, Decorative Sweatshirts, etc

L«)U4 ( <

Sunday
March 21, 1999
7:00 - 9:00 pm
call 847-4439
South Campus Gym

March 22, 1999

Maxwell's Bookmark
Monday Night Musk
Series
7:00 pm
call 466-0194
Location: Cafe

Tuesday
March 23, 1999
Campus ApolLstU
Fellowship Bible Study
7:00 pm
South West Dormitory
lx>bby

Call
1-888-PICANTI. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Check our web site at High Sierra resort is hiring
for all or part of summer.
www.picantetours.com.
Salary + Room (t Board.
Call (530) 676-1370.
FUN & MONEY It is possi
ble! Health and environ
To submit a
mental co. expanding in
Stockton. Call today for
calendar event to
an exciting change in life.
The Pacifican,
No door to door or tele
marketing.
Call Cliff
email it to
(209) 478-7225.
calrndar6thepacifican.com

ASUOP

Associated Students University of the Pacific

SPECIAL ELECTION
Wednesday, March 24th
Pharmacy 8:45 am - 2:00 pm
Elbert Covell 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm

Thursday, March 25th

include* Haircut

Weave* & Ernsts

8:00 pm
Z- Building East

Monday

Friday

Classifieds
For Rent

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship Meeting

Folk Dance and Swing

7:00 pm
South West Dormitory
Lobby

Tuesday
March 16, 1999

March 19, 1999

THE PACIFICAN
MARCH 11, 1999
PACE 13

McCaffrey Center 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Grace Covell 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
A vote will be held on Initiative A submitted
to ASUOP this Spring. Please show your
support for the elections process.

A& E
A

THE PACIFICAN
MARCH 11, 1999

Divine
madness

T H E

P
R A
J C I F I C A N

Top Ten

10) Invite all your friends \
to Stockton for a fun
week of.....?
9) Transfer to University i
Baghdad because you
heard they have a great
International Relations
program.
8) Begin studying for fina
because you know they'n
right around the corner.
her then pianist/arranger
Barry Manilow performed
numbers from every decade
between 1930 and 1970. "I was
able to take chances on that
stage that I could never have
taken anywhere else. The more
outrageous I was, the more
[the patrons] liked it. It loos

ened me up." Since then, she
has been known as "The
Divine Miss M.—flash with
class and sleaze with ease."
After Oscar and Emmy win
nings for film, and many
Grammy-winning
studio
albums later, Midler found
herself a little toned down

compared to her early days.
"Bette of Roses was a very much

one kind of thing: contempo
rary ballads. There was noth
ing older or odder on it.
Nothing particularly funny or
eccentric." Bathhouse Betty was
what she had always longed
See Midler, page 15

200 Cigarettes close but no cigar

LINDSAY GRIMES
Staff Writer

7) Frolic naked through
your dorm's halls since yo
are the only one there.
6) See if you can consumt
a handle of Tequilla each
day just for fun.
5) Help out your local Cir
Scout to sell more cookies
4) On St. Patrick's day,
paint yourself green and

200 Cigarettes is the director

ial film debut of well-known
casting director Risa Ramon
Garcia. It takes place on New
Year's Eve night in 1981 when
several decidedly different cou
ples and trios of friends are
slowly making their way to a
party being thrown by Monica
(Martha Plimpton). She waits
desperately alongside her very
annoying
friend
Hillary
(Catherine Kellner), who is
staying strictly upon the
promise that she can "have"
Monica's ex-boyfriend Eric
when he arrives. His new girl
friend, Bridget (Nicole Parker),
dumps him that night with the
help of her friend Caitlyn
(Angela Featherstone). He
spends the entire night trying
to find out why he can't keep a
girlfriend and they try to find
new men to sleep with. Their

ELIZABETH BUC:KI|
A&E ED,
A&E@THEPACIFICA\ •jj

Top Ten things NO]
to do on your sprir
break

IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer

Title: Bathhouse Betty
Artist: Bette Midler
Label: Warner Bros,
bating: ••••
Few performers connect
emotionally with their audi
ence while entertaining them.
Bette Midler is one of the few.
She is a paradox; the "Ying"
and "Yang" of what consti
tutes the best of performers.
She is the tragic torch singer
who tells a joke or two
between songs. "My specialty
is to make people laugh really,
really hard and then turn
around and make them cry.
That's what I do." Call her
manic-depressive.
Her new album, Bathhouse
Betty, returns her to the time
when she first started out at
the Continental Baths, a New
York City public bathhouse
catering to gay men in the preAIDS days of the early '70s.
Hired at $50 per night, she and

4

at home eating Lucky
Charms and watching T.
all day.
3) Co crazy in Reno and
marry that "amazing 9'
you met at the Mustang
Ranch.
2) Stay on campus
awaiting the moment we

Summit opens up ogaw
1) Finally inform your

Guillermo Diaz, Gaby Hoffman, Christina Ricci, and Casey Affleck star in 200 Cigarettes
search leads them to the bar her best friend Kevin's (Paul dumped by his girlfriend Ellie
tender (Ben Affleck), who is Rudd) dateless depression on a (a very angry Janeane
also being pursued by Lucy night that also happens to be Garofalo). Meanwhile, also try
(Courtney Love). Lucy spends his birthday and the twenty- ing to make it to the party are
the night trying to cope with four hour anniversary of being
See Cigarettes, page 15

actually
parents that you
flunked out of school 3
semesters ago.
Compile

B,-AD FRANCA

March 11, 1999

U^ABi
a;
KEfifc

ENTERTAINMENT.

Study break
LINDSAY GRIMES
Stiff Writer

ticularly amusing or sad,
rather they are a very interest
ing slice of life. One story I
|Recently, the annual collec found hilarious and insight
tion of The Best American ful at the same time was
% i
Short Stories was released for Emily Carter's "Glory Goes
fOLf: 1998. The 1998 edition was
And Gets Some/ about an
•ec
edited by Garrison Keillor. HIV positive woman in
Past editions have been edit search of a purely sexual rela
ed by such literary greats as tionship with someone else
Raymond Carver and John who is HIV positive (so as not
Updike.
to endanger any HIV nega
As f was reading the latest tive people). I laughed out
edition of The Best American loud on that one. 1 highly rec
(fatal Short Stories, I noticed a par
ommend the brilliant, origi
UK)# | ticularly depressing theme nal, and unusual slice of lite
throughout the collection. For story "Flower Children,' by
' • ' ' I example, "People Like That Maxine Swann.
ihk i Are The Only People Here/
Ultimately, I was reviewby Lorrie
Moore, is the story
.
----J
'ng this book on the premise
a family whose only child, of using short stories as a
a.t. infant son, gets cancer, study break for those who
•Morphine,"
by
Doran wish they could read for their
Larson, is also a story of ter leisure - that is, to read some
Mr I minal illness, this time about thing besides text books. Lets
a woman dying from breast face it, how many college
"Mr.
Sweetly students have the time to
ran cancer.
rent,' by Bliss Broyard, read an entire novel? Not
follows the same strand of many. After reading all twen
'•holy.
Please note, ty stories in this collection I
'ever, this is not to say am convinced that everyone
that these stories aren't won- would love at least one or
f'V an? Ver>" weU" hvo of them, if not all for
patted and quite touching.
they are superbly crafted. You
Don t disregard the entire could even buy this book
ection as depressing, with a few of your friends
e
are several quite and pass it around to whoevmorons stories, as well as er has free time. This is a colW0Uld ^ "'^e
lection that truly lives up to
r •. L

J

It
L

" "lat is, fhey aren't par- its name.

Cigarettes
Continued from page 14

Monica's cousin Val (Christina
ir
^er friend Stephie
etwGi ^off"1311), two highS^frs who lied to their
8et to the city, only
^get lost and be followed by
DimL ^Hungly menacing
"fockers (Casey Affleck
J" GmUermo Diaz). All of
Liu m"u"ensembles are
- * to8ether with the help
I ^.,Ga"ousiy high cab driver
|
Dave Chapelle.
movie's first hour
fonta
°iomlnS
hilarious
wk nts' ^ut travels very
h o u r / 7 1 1 6
plot . ? ^tter half, with the
/1Ve'ing quickly and
and the comehjH . "^uent. Still, it is
| overlook the redun

dant language and repeated
comedy bits. The brilliant per
formances of Paul Rudd and
Courtney Love are the saving
grace of the film. They seem to
be the focal point of the plot, if
a focal point could possibly be
identified. A focal point is, in
fact ,unneeded. The editing is
wonderful, and if you were a
child of the 80's you will love
the soundtrack. While I
enjoyed 200 Cigarettes and
found it quite hilarious at
times, many have not, and I
certainly wouldn't label it a
masterpiece. It is charming,
easy entertainment that some
will love and some will find
seriously lacking in plot
action. Overall this is a funny
film, but not for everyone, and
I would recommend waiting
until 200 Cigarettes hits the
video stores.

Page 15

Cactus.- cross the border

HOLLY
CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer

Cactus 18%i
Location; N. Lower
Sacramento Road,
Woodbridge, 367-1632
Hams: Sun 11-9, Tues-Thur
11-10, Fri I l-ll. Sat fl-10,
closed Mondays
I crossed the border, the
Stockton border that is,
looking for Mexican food. I
tried a restaurant called
Cactus, located in the lovely
little town of Woodbridge.
It takes about 20-25 minutes
to get there, but is easy dri
ving. If you get on Pacific
and go north until the
avenue divides just before
Hammer Lane, veer to the
right. Pacific then turns into
Lower Sac Rd. Follow it all
the way into Woodbridge.
At Turner Road you'll have
to make a right to pick up
Lower Sac a block east, then
after making that left, con
tinue driving north again.
Cactus will be on your left.
To begin with, Cactus has
a good size bar with tasty
peach
margaritas.
Of

course, I go there only for more than a "mound of
the food. Our meal started amusement." This specific
with a basket of chips, with chimichanga, the ranchera,
both com and flour variety. is filled with seasoned beef,
If you have never had flour cheese, pepper, and onion.
tortilla chips you may find It is smothered
with
yourself loving them.' I do. ranchera sauce and topped
We emptied our basket and with sour cream and gua
it was refilled before we camole.
even placed our order. 1
Cactus has an incredibly
went with the chicken faji- large menu. They have
tas ($8.95) and my friend many seafood dishes, seven
tried the chimi ranchera different kinds of burritos,
($7.25).
three different taco salads,
My fajitas arrived siz as well as plates like chile
zling on a skillet with verde, steak ranchero, and
onions, peppers, chiles, and homemade tamales. All
tomatoes. It was also served dishes range from $6.25
with tortillas and a plate of (burrito plate) to $9.25
beans, cheese, guacamole, (shrimp fajitas). They offer a
sour cream, and pico de lunch menu that averages a
gallo. The fajitas were excel couple dollars lower.
lent and I had no problem
I would suggest Cactus as
finishing nearly all of it, a wonderful date-restaurant
stretched out over long din because they have tables
ner conversation.
where you can control your
My friend thoroughly own lighting for that perfect
enjoyed his chimichanga. combination of ambiance
This was his first ever and and intimacy! If you're
he was pleasantly surprised interested, request a table in
with the light, crispy shell the hallway. I think this
of his chimi. He called it a gives you that added indi
"mountain of fun" and was viduality and romance that
n't able to finish it all. I'd so many other Mexican
say what he left was no restaurants lack!

don't say
there's one kind of
music...[they] accept
all kinds of music."
If you disagree, try
listening to the selfproclaiming "I'm
Beautiful"
("I'm
beautiful / so beau
tiful / I'm beautiful,
damn it"), and the
phallic connotations
of
"Big Socks"
("Don't brag about
your body baby /
And say that you're
packin' a lot / 'Cause all I can
Continued from page 14
see besides your big feet / Is
for. "the fun and excitement that you got big socks.")
of what [she doesj live." The Arthur Bell (The Village
songs in the album reflect
Voice) once wrote that Bette
what she might have done if was the first female drag
she were still performing live. queen—a woman imitating a
Tracks range from standards gay man imitating a woman.
of the '20s to 1998's "My One She realized he was right
True Friend" (the theme from
To enjoy this album, you'll
the motion picture One True need an extremely exquisite
Thing.)
taste in music that can make
"This album has a gay sen you cry and laugh at the same
sibility. In fact all of my time. A real treat for the
records try to. Because gay manic-depressive!

Midler-
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Horoscopes
Aquarius
(January -20 to>february 18)
You'll probably wish that a
particular person ^id pot try to
give yfeu advice this week.
Underctitpet^^
affect a
relationship WTtff a close tie.

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
1 went to Reno last weekI end to watch the Tigers win
I the Tournament. Thinking
they would at least make it
past the first round, I decid
ed to leave on Friday afterI noon and catch them later
that night. Wrong. Well, to
I makeupformydisappointI ment, I headed to the casiI nos and restaurants where I
was carded, checked,and \rayed for my age about 35
I times in a two-day period. I
was even carded after 1 was
given a bright pink wrist
band. C'mon people! I am j
21, not 12. This disenchant- 1
ing buffoonery needs to end
once and for all.
There appears to be a
bicycle anti-Christ lurking
about in the shadows of
Pacific. Last week, three
I more bicycles were stolea
I What's the deal here? Are J
I people not locking their I
stuff up? Do we need a ten J
pound iron clad lock and
chain to secure our two 1
wheeled transportation?
Spring Break is upon us
I and what will this student I
be doing? Well, needless to
say, I won't be in Las Vegas I
or touring Amsterdam.
Nope, instead (sigh) I wiH
| be
doing
homework I
! because one of my professors apparently "forgot"
that there was a break and
assigned a mega-re^earch j
paper. Boo-hiss to negligent
professors
One of the many intriguing things in life that I have
noticed is the type of bottied water people drink. I
have often pondered start- 1
ing my own bottled water
company. After all, how
many people can really
taste pure, water "from the
springs of the mountains" I
that cost almost as much as
a gallon of gasoline? It's the
biggest scam since the pet

1

j
j

j
j

business at
and fret,
y bver with a

1

Gemini

(May 21
A friend
seems uiyte^^P^^dtfJficult this
week. Don't 'be io sdf-preoccupied that'VcfuJjlhtj^ pajattention
to what a family number is trying
to tell you. dffiteBr

Libra

(September. jjajp-Qctober 22) A
pleasure outtng may ptoce disap
pointing, ^y^'®"&t|comfortable at home ng$qt>w. - Ifs best, at
present, to&rvflfe
the fami
ly rather than outside interests.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children
David tried to keep Dr.
Weiss and others from telling
Erica the truth about her dam
aged face. Jake asked Trevor
for advice on his legal rights as
the biological father of Liza's
baby. Brandon told Dixie that
someone he cares about is try
ing to save him.

«KT Wireless SerWces
Authorized Dealer

General
Hospital
Marlena was confused by
Hope's sudden interest in
John. Billie's life was endan
gered by her attempt to trick
Roberto. Carrie was stunned
to see Austin and begged him
not to leave her again. Lucas
used Taylor to make Nicole
jealous.

The Young and
the Restless

Laura told a happily sur
Malcolm felt he and Olivia
prised Stefan she wants every were finally back on the right
one to know about their love. track together. As Jack and
Helena considered a sugges Brad hustled to get the minor
tion by Nikolas to call a truce ity stock holders on their side
with Stefan and Alexis. In before Victor's return, Traci
Greece, Alexis and Jax tried to arrived with her agreements
piece together the mystery of unsigned.
Dr. Lastris' death.

PAGING SERVICE

9izoo gssmm
per

rRriWnhood

Drive

3B
'LIMITED TIME RESTRICTION APPLY

LIMITED TIME.
RESTRICTIONS APPLY

1025 W. Robinhood Drive . Stockton. CA 95207
(309) 952-6688 . FAX (209) 952-6686

St. Patrick's Special
Irish eyes are smili^
Local 56k access
u
FREE Software
%'
FREE Internet Book
J
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
30 Money Back Guarantee
wv/w.inreach.com

Present coupon •wit1'6
friend and get 50% ojj
second drink
interrn
infoi»inreach.com

^Rmet coFF*
3298 Pacific Ave. 466-6333

M o n - F r i 6am -<***
Sat-Sun 8am -f !oSL

Expires March 25th

SPORTS

Women's Tennis

Boise bounces UOP

THE PACIFICAN

oasepaii

Wins pile up at Hebert Field

ed a straight set sweep 6-0,60 . Barthel advances to 6-4
THE PACIFICAN
PAncirAki
~ .. _
The Pacific women's ten overall this season. Senior
David Fenes and Kennv
10 innings of play. Pacific
nis team advanced to 4-1 in
Garcia to assume a 4-2 lead luruor first baseman Todd
Dina Dajani improved to 6-5
The
Pacific
baseball
team
the Big West Conference with at the No. 2 position as she
heading into the ninth LeBel Bramble led off the Tiger half
improved to 13-6 with a 4-2
15-4 win against Boise State
retired the side in tf* ninth to of the eleventh with a triple to
defeated Beau Jones 6-4, 6-3
non-conference victory over
on Sunday, Mar. 7, at the Hal
earn
the victory and improve nght center He scored the
Boise State's Catherine
Georgetown (5-6) on March 7
\elson Tennis Center.
to
3-2
on the season
Rinaldi snapped Pacific
decisive run on Robbse VSbod
at Billy Hebert Field. The
With the win, the Tigers senior Marcela Sanchez's
Fischer allowed two runs, fielder'» dvace
ngers held a 2-1 lead after
improve to 6-5 overall this five-match winning streak,
both earned, and scattered
Darin Moore pitched the
seven innings of play, but
season.
Freshman Tiger dating back to Jan. 28, with a
eight hits and three walks first six tnnings for Pacific,
junior pitcher Steve Fischer
standout Susanne Bertel 6-4, 7-5 victory at No. 4 sinwhile striking out 10 Hoyas. yielding just two unearned
yielded the tying run in the
improved to 8-3 overall this
Junior catcher Bryce Tcrveen runs and five hits while strik
es
8'
T'ger sophomore
eighth on a Sean Mignogna
belted his team-high fourth ing out six Gaels Mark Short
season earning a straight set Sandija Zarina suffered a loss
ground bail to short
borne run over the right field hurled the final five innings,
(6-3, 6-2) victory over Boise at the hands of Boise State's
Junior Joe LeBel relieved
wall in the bottom of the sec imrpoving to2-0and allowing
State's Pia-Lena Ander at the Jemima Attard in a 7-6, 6-3
Fischer and faced one batter in ond to tie the game at 1-1.
\'o. 1 singles position.
lust two hits.
decision at No. 6 singles.
the eighth, recording a ground
H* Tigers also salvaged a
Sophomore
Diana Zarina and teammate senior
At the plate, Fenes,
out. Pacific rallied to score two
3-2 extra-inning victory at Bramble and Richard Hackctt
D'Audney also improved to Kendra Lamb posted the
runs in the bottom of the
Saint Mary's on Mar. 6. With
8-3 this season, with a 6-2, 6- only doubles victory for
eighth on RBI singles by the game knotted at 2-2 after tallied two hits apiece to pace
2 win over the Bronco's Pacific, as the Tiger duo post
the Pacific offensive atuck•
laurie Cheung at No. 5 sin ed an 8-3 win at No. 3 dou
gles. At the No. 3 position, bles.
Tiger freshman Christiane
The Tigers return to action
Barthel did not drop a single on Mar. 16, as Pacific travels
game to Natalie Barby of to Fresno to face UTEP in
THE PACIFICAN
- Glin/Jer
— • in
• the
- -Sebastien
No. 5 respectively The Tiger doubles
Boise State, as Barthel record non-conference action.
position. The Tigers went on to tandem of Usui and Knht Patrl
The Pacific men's tennis post victories in two of the
posted Pacific's only doubles
team evened its 1999 dual three doubles matches to earn
victory of the afternoon with an
match record at 44 with a 4-3 the match's decisive point.
8-6 win in the No. 3 position
win
at UTEP on Sunday, March
The Intramural Staff
Pacific fell to No. 61 New The Tigers return to action on
No I In Team, Pharm 1,
7. Pacific won three of six sin Mexico State with a 5-2 loss on
would like to congratulate Put Em On the Glass, Super
Wednesday Mar. 10, as Pacific
Team 32, our
gles matches on the afternoon, March 6 in Las Cruces. Niklas
Wings, and
faces Sacramento State at 2
led by Kengo Usui, who Larsson and Usui posted the
Schick Super
Hoops
Mad Bombers.
The
p.m. at Sacramento. Check
improved to 60 with a 7-6,4-6, Tigers' lone singles wins at the
Champions. On February Men's C division playoffs
www.thepacifican.com
for
6-4 victory over UTEFs No. 4 and No. 5 positions. results.
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Reminder
that
the
Intramural
Tennis
Tournament is going to be
held on March 28th. All
entry forms must be
received by the Intramural
Department by March 24th
before 3 p.m

Come spend
ome fun evenings
at RED LOBSTER.
Wednesday nights , join
in on our KARAOKE.

(from 8pm to 12am)
Red Lobster
2283 W. March In
Stockton Ca. (473-2420)
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SPORTS

Women's Water Polo

> /

Slow start for

^tma^^pKons^ff^uesa shot into Spartan defense.
collected three of the six goals
EMILY DAVIDSON
by Pacific.
Staff Writer
"We don't have the connec
tion,
all the teams we have
Entering the season ten
games behind the competition, been playing have experience
with virtually no practice time as a team from their early sea
registered and eight freshman son," said Smith. "They know
in the pool is not exactly a win who is supposed to be where
and when and how they want
ning strategy.
Pacific's water polo team the ball and where they want
discovered the consequences the ball. That's something we
of this early season position haven't developed since we
last weekend with two crush have only been together a
ing losses to San Jose State on week."
The Tigers rebounded from
Saturday and Stanford on
Sunday moving their record to an early 5-1 deficit in the third
quarter with three goals. Amy
1-2 overall, 0-2 MPSF league.
Because the UOP water polo Valois scored the first at 5:10 on
team is predominantly con the clock followed by Smith
structed of members of the with two at :46 and :03.
"I called a time-out and told
swim team, they cannot start
team practices or league games them that I wanted them to
until the swimmers finish their score at least twice and they
season. Head coach Vicki got their shots," said Gorman.
Gorman must focus the start of "It was great to be able to
the Tiger season on catching accomplish like that, it was a
up to opponents.
highlight."
"Since we are so far behind
Pacific kept their head
in our season we need to view above water with help from
these games as an opportunity single goals from Cari Bertrand
to practice as a team, leam to and Carmen Dunn and nine
work together and utilize our saves by goalie Kenna Sasser.
offense and defense," said
Sunday brought the Tigers
Gorman. "A whole lot of to the pool with increased
progress is being made every expectations to ditch their
single time we meet."
underdog image to face
Pacific dropped an 11-6 loss mighty No. 3 Stanford (11-2,4vs. San Jose State (6-9, 1-2) at 0 MPSF). Pacific fell quickly
Chris Kjeldjsen Pool on allowing Stanford four goals in
Saturday. Junior Molly Smith
See Water Polo, page 19

Men's Hoops

Continued from page 20

was largely shut down by
Williams on defense. Keys
just stepped into the lime
light instead for the Aggies.
However, the feisty Tigers
would not go away without a
fight. Williams lumbered
down the lane for a layup
and Thomason nailed a trey
on the ensuing Tiger posses
sion to slice the lead back to
single digits (64-55) with 8:42
to play.
"(Williams and Scott
Thomason) played their
hearts out," said coach
Thomason in a postgame
press conference. "Those two
guys just did everything they
could do."
"New Mexico State was a
better team than us," Scott
Thomason said. The 5-8
senior
who
withstood
numerous negative com
ments about being the
coach's son, said he was sat
isfied with his career overall
at UOP.
"If 1 listened to what
everyone said, I would have
probably quit basketball 10
years ago.
"When I was - in high
school, they said I couldn't
play in college. I think I
proved people wrong,"
added
the
younger
Thomason.
After a pair of Mike

Dan Masters is helped o f f c o u r t b y M i k e H a h n a n d C h r i s Pom
Preston free throws, UOP percentage for the game, the
trailed only 71-64 and looked Tigers shot well enough to
as if they might make a run. win but couldn't get over the
Two Keys jumpers quickly hump. No slouch themselves,
silenced that notion and New Mexico State hit at a .534
forced UOP to foul the rest of clip from the field and kept
the Tigers at bay.
the way.
Williams, stoic after the
"Defensively, we did our
loss,
said he gave it all he
best but (Pacific was) tough
had.
to cover," NMSU head coach
"I also wanted to leave
Lou Henson said. "They're an
excellent offensive team. with wins, but I couldn t
When your defense can't achieve that,"said the 6-7
hold another team, the only Williams. The unselfish
way you're going to win is to Williams credited his team
mates for his All-Conference
shoot the ball."
selection
this year.
Managing a .549 shooting

Aggies win Big West Tourney;
Get Kentucky in NCAA 1st ra.
THE PACIFICAN

New Mexico State will
return
to
the
NCAA
Tournament for the first time
in five years after defeating
Boise State, 79-69, to win the
Big
West
Tournament
Championship last Saturday
and earn the conference's
automatic berth to the
NCAAs.
NMSU (23-9) grabbed a No.
14 seed in the Midwest Region
in New Orleans, La.. For their
reward, the Aggies will face
the defending national cham
pion, No. 3 seed Kentucky
Wildcats in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament this

Friday.
Billy Keys and Charles
Gosa each scored 16 points to
lead New Mexico State in the
Big West Championship
game. Boise State's Roberto
Bergersen scored a game-high

ITEAM LEGENDS!
SCREEN PRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

,

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

29 points in his final game.

MultiColor
Custom ScreenPrintmg
Embroidery
Fast, Dependable Sen-*1-'
Reasonable Prices
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SPORTS

Struggling to win close games
STEVE CABRAL
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Men's Volleyhall

UOP's SoCal swoon

quarter but the Tigers regained
THE PACFICAN
Andnc, the Bruins took the
looking for an easy win over
Staff Writer
control putting in three goals to Pacific.
match lead at 2-1.
jump out to an 8-5 lead.
Coming off two huge
In Game four with the
The game was low scoring
I What started out to be a
upsets against USC and Long match tied at 10-10, the Bruins
A goal late in the third quar
•Cinderella story has turned ter cut the lead to two and then and filled with a number of
Beach State, the Pacific squad committed four consecutive
Lto an average season as an early goal in the final quar penalty minutes, most of which
had hoped to carry this unforced errors with UOP
'pacific (2-2 league, 5-5 overall) ter left the Tigers holding a slim were against Cal Poly. The
momentum into last week serving. Andric spiked the
[has lost three of their last four one-goal lead. The game went Mustangs jumped out to a 1-0
end's matches against UCLA game-winner which brought
lead at the end of the first quar
cames.
and UCI.
scoreless for the next ten min
the match to the fifth game.
ter and extended it to 34) before
Last weekend the Tigers
Pacific traveled to John
utes and then Claremont
In the final game, the
ft played their hearts out against scored with 2:25 to tie the game the Tigers cut it to 3-1 at the
Wooden Center to face the Bruins took a 7-2 lead after
half.
w higher-ranked teams and at 8-8.
! fifth-ranked team in the UOP had used both of its
Cal Poly scored quickly in
•apt the games close as they
nation, UCLA, last Friday. timeouts. The Tigers rallied to
The Tigers were letting the third quarter but the Tigers
The UCLA Bruins had just 8-10, but never got any closer
•1 looked for the upsets.
another game slip away, but responded
eight seconds later
On Saturday Claremont this time in the last quarter.
come off of a school record than two points and lost both
as
senior
Eric
Shanker (two
College, from the Division n Claremont scored the game
four-match losing streak and the game and the match.
south, came to Stockton look winner with 1:06 left and held goals) scored off a well execut
UOP was hoping to help
Andric led aU players with
ed fast break play to keep the
ing to beat up on the lower- on for the 9-8 comeback.
them continue that streak.
23
kiUs and gerlach hit an
game close. Both teams tossed
•anked Tigers. The game had a
However, this was not the impressive .643 to keep the
Senior Ted Brown who was in one more goal to make it 5-3
lot of intensity and Pacific fell injured last weekend and is out
case. The Bniins got back on Tigers at pace with the Bruins.
the winning track with a 15-2,
risk behind 3-1 early in the first for the season was missed in going into the final quarter.
UOP next traveled to Irvine
Sophomore Joel Coif (17
quarter.
9-15,15-13,10-15,15-12
victo to face the UCI Anteaters last
this game but is now the defen saves) played one of his best
But!
ry over the Tigers in two Saturday. The Tigers were
The Tigers regrouped and sive coach. "We played good
hours and 27 minutes. With hoping to get back on the
•ought back as freshman Jeff for three quarters," said Brown, games and the defense held
fori
the win, the Bruins extended winning track, but were
um (one goal, one assist) and "but little mistakes in the final tight as Lum scored on a manup to cut it to a 5-4 game.
their
winning streak over denied and lost the second
senior
Steve
Cabral
(three
quarter cost us the game."
ita:Pacific never was able to get
Pacific to nine straight victo straight match at Crawford
goals) punched in goals to tie it
On Saturday the Tigers had that last spurt and the
ries.
up at the end of the quarter.
HaU, Irvine.
a chance to win home field Mustangs added one more in
UCLA cruised to an easy
Pacific kept firing on net and advantage in the playoffs as
Games one and two were
the final minutes to make it a 6win in game one, feeding the owned by the Anteaters 10-15
goals by sophomore Robbie they played the highly ranked
4 final.
Tigers six aces and posting an and 13-15. Game three gave
Adams (two goals) and Lum Cal Poly Mustangs (1-1, 5-2).
"We fought hard the whole
impressive .667 attack per the Tigers hope when they
put them up 5-4 at the half. The Mustangs lost to Chico the
game," said Coif, "we just
centage. AD-American Adam squeaked by with a 15-13 win
Qaremont was able to tie die day before, were knocked from
could not convert the goals
Naeve,
spiked five kills in six to make Die match 1-2 in favor
5-5 early in the third the top of the division and were when we needed to."
attempts, making his first
ofUCL
ball team." Cheer up, Coach, really hurts your program. So,
appearance in four matches
In game four the Tigers
you get his fantastic enthusi we've got to find a way to
due to an ankle injurv.
continued from page 20
were inflicted with a painful
asm, work ethic and leadership improve everybody for next
At 2-2, Pacific gained the beating scoring only six
Gobs of time
for one more season.
lead with the help of kills by points before giving up the 15
year."
Heart-breaking was the loss
Son of T
Vladmir Andric and Dylan points needed by the
Mental Toughness
the women's hoop team in
Say what you will about
At Pacific, some athletes ! Herrick. The Tigers went on a Anteaters to take both the
p week's
Big
West Scott Thomason, the 5-foot-8 have mental toughness but
5-1 run to take a 104 lead. game and match.
Jumament. The 60-58 loss to son of UOP head coach Bob most need it If 90 percent of
The Bruins dosed in to 11-8,
Vladmir Andric had anoth
o in the first round was Thomason but the fact is that the game is played from the
before Pacific scored four of er strong game leading the
%c because Pacific turned he had the best season of his neck up, then what is happen
the next five points.
pack with a definitely impres
® the ball on the final pos- career this year and he ing to all that wasted potential?
At 10-12 in game three, the sive 41 kills. Darrell Dilmore
•on trying for the old home improved. His 8.5 points per
Bruins rallied for a 12-12 tie. and Andric both had good
From ex to the next
to half court. Last time game average should attest to
But
the Tigers gained the lead defensive outings, but these
Hey kids, the Sports Editor
Led 5.1 seconds is plenty that. Thomason's 20 points position is up for grabs for the
13-12 off of a kiU by Tim performances
were not
Gerlach. After a UCLA side- enough to beat the Anteaters.
l20na 6 8° 94 feet and get a against New Mexico State in Fall semester and if you or
j.
shot off. Why not his final game at the Big West someone you know is interest
out and a hitting error by
Hr^T
t^e speedy Selena Tournament was a tribute to ed in applying just mosey on
Tigers appeared strong despite
up to the third floor of North Water Polo.
all
^4 court and let her his career.
their defeat.
. the way and take the big
Continued
from
page
18
Improving the Tigers
Hall (above KUOP) and pick
^ for the'W'?
"UOP has a few reaUy good
Coach Thomason made a up an application at our office. the first quarter and four in the
Coach T
good point at the press confer The Pacifican would like to second for an 8-0 deficit at players and their scheme for
offense is strong and difficult
>3^, "Chornason knows his ence following his team's loss find the next sucker by April.
halftime.
to defend," said Tanner..
la^r team was not the in the first round to New
Orange unis
Bertrand and Valois posted
Pacific wiU face Long Beach
j,
without Barry Marvel. Mexico State.
Where can I get one of those the Tigers' only goals against
State
and San Diego State this
ason
}1j^
missed his 6-foot-7
"I told the guys this in the orange UOP basketball uni the Tree for the contest result
weekend on the road.
w
and said this at the Big locker room," said Thomason forms? I love that color and ing in a 14-2 loss for Pacific.
"Next weekend we should
Vy
^"omament, "Losing last Thursday. "Our program is think more of our teams should
3am, fowiament,
Stanford's coach John be 100 percent stronger as a
IjjjV Marvel this year just based on improvement of play bust the orange. I've said it Tanner, a former coach of the
1 US.
K*
n a_ ers. We've had some players before and 111 say it again,
team," said Bertrand. 'It's just
fcy,* ^
That was really
UOP swim team and mat's like baby steps right now."
t^g loss to our basket that haven't improved and it orange is money!
water polo teams, said that the
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C. COLTON
Sports Editor

News flash
In case anyone didn't know, I
did not plaster the campus with
my likeness two weeks ago.
Some Public Relations students
took the time and effort to make
those flyers to try to get people
to the women's basketball game
on Feb. 25 with the support of
the athletic department. The
challenge to shave my head
was to garner more support of
Pacific athletics. With 358 stu
dents at the game, a new record
for women's basketball, I
would say we got that support
(except for the bozos that left at
halftime).
See, Corner, page 19

Women's Basketball

Aggies win shoot 'em up in Reno
UOP seniors Jason Williams and Scott Thomason combine for 5 J poini
C.COLTON
Sports Editor

RENO, Nev. — Who says a
team has to rely on an AllConference pick to win in the
postseason?
Pacific relied on its All-Big
West pick. New Mexico State
didn't and knocked the Tigers
out of
the Big West
Tournament, 89-78 in the first
round on its way to winning
the Big West Tournament last
weekend at the Lawlor Events
Center.
Playing perhaps the best
games of their careers, Jason
Williams and Scott Thomason
kept UOP (14-13) in a game
that New Mexico State (23-9)
nearly put way out of reach
early in the second half.
Four three-pointers from
Aggie guards Eric Charming
and Brad Bestor in a span of
2:21 had New Mexico State up
56-36 with 17:13 to play in the
game.
But Williams, Pacific's first

team All-Big
West forward,
stormed the
Aggie defense
for a careerhigh 31 points
and a teamhigh
11
rebounds and
Thomason lit
them up for 20
points of his
own, draining
6-of-6 threepoint shots.
N M S U
point guard
Billy
Keys
exposed the
Tigers' defen
sive
weak
nesses for 16
first-half
points.
"Keys was Jason Williams left it all on the court with
just sensational 37 points against New Mexico St.
in the first
half," said UOP head coach ed other opportunities for
Bob Thomason. "He just dom- them."
inated the game and he creatMarching the Aggie attack

Coach Bob Thomason
to victory similar to Gen
Sherman's March to Atla
Keys burned Pacific for
points on the game.
The rest of the Aggie b
court killed Pacific, scorin
points between Zach Nor
Bestor and the true freshi
Charming (16 points).
In fact, Charles G
NMSU's All-Big West 6-fc:
forward was such a non-fz:
for much of the game th 1
was hard to believe he wa •
the floor for 34 minutes,
finished with nine points z
See Men's Hoops, poge

Vandals victimize Tiqers in nail-biter at Bia Wesl
•

n

^

•
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Freshman Selena Ho attempts to 'D' up on Idaho.

i

h

JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer

—

RENO, Nev. — After the
Tigers had turned a slow pre
season start into one of their
best seasons ever in the Big
West Conference, they got run
by Idaho in the first round of
the conference tourney.
Both teams fought a battle,
with the lead changing hands
back and forth up until the end
when Susan Woolf hit the goahead three-pointer with 5.1
seconds left. Ninety four feet
stood between the Tigers and
^ victory but Dolinda Meeker's
inbounds pass was picked off
|by an Idaho defender near the
3 half court line and time eventu
ally ran out

I
—
ZJ
And with that long three at shooting Ho was named
the end of the game went the Big West Conference FresW
Tigers' season, and any chances of the Year after averaging 1
for a third meeting with UC points, 4.1 rebounds,
Santa Barbara. The Gauchos assists, and dialing long
eventually became three-peat tance 64 times, the secOi
winners of the Big West most in a single season
Tournament and picked up a Pacific history.
As a team, the Tigers
No. 10 seed in the West region
10-10-321 a sick 157 tifljffj
al of the NCAA Tournament.
For the Tigers, freshman ting 5.8 treys a game, ea
Selena Ho scored a team high the Big West.
.
Junior Eden Palacio
19 points, and collected four
boards and three assists. into fifth place °n e a
_
Sophomore Millie Kimpton three-pointer list wit
scored 10 points to go with her Martha Yarbrough hit a
11 boards. Sensational senior high 28 threes, leaving n
Sarah Yarbrough ended her five short of the top e '
career with only one point, but all of next season to ma
managed to pull down eight
The Tigers ^
•
boards.
14-13 and averaged b/Y
For the season, the sharp- and 38 6 boards perg* J

